13D10N SPAIN &
PORTUGAL
ESMADS

FOLLOW US....

Dynamic culture, compelling
history, and to-die-for cuisine – the
Iberian Peninsula encapsulates a
unique richness that will fill your
senses. Soak up the Moorish history
of Lisbon and Cordoba, explore
the astounding red-clay fortress
of the Alhambra, and witness
Gaudi’s Barcelona with
your own eyes.

Whisper
System

PLAZA DE ESPANA - SEVILLE, SPAIN

Premier
Lounge

Travel Validity Period:
Summer Apr – Oct 2020

HIGHLIGHTS
SPAIN
MADRID
• Royal Palace of Madrid
• Cibeles Fountain
• Sanࢼago Bernabéu Stadium
• Puerta del Sol
• Plaza Mayor
• El Corte Ingles
• Museo Del Jamon
SEGOVIA
• Aqueduct of Segovia
• Segovia Cathedral
• Alcázar of Segovia
SEVILLE
• Seville Cathedral (Entrance included)
• Giralda Bell Tower (Entrance included)
• The Tomb of Christopher Columbus
• Plaza de Toros
• Plaza de España
CÓRDOBA
• Mezquita Mosque (Entrance included)
• Historic centre of Cordoba
GRANADA
• Alhambra (Entrance included)
• Generalife Gardens (Entrance included)
VALENCIA
• Valencia Cathedral
• Torres de Serranos
BARCELONA
• Casa Batlló and Casa Milà
• La Sagrada Familia (Entrance included)
• Columbus Monument
• Montjuïc Hill
• La Roca Village
• Las Ramblas

PORTUGAL
LISBON
• Rossio Square
• Alfama Quarter
• São Jorge Castle
• Cristo Rei
• Port of Lisbon
• Belem Tower
• Jeronimos Monastery
• Monument to the Discoveries
FATIMA
• Berlin Wall
• Chapel of Appariࢼons
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DELICACIES

SPECIAL

Meal Plan
10 Breakfasts, 1 Lunch, 7 Dinners

• High Speed Train
(Madrid to Barcelona)
• Special Meals with Wine
Pairing
• La Roca Village
• Whisper’s System

Specialiࢼes
• Tradiࢼonal Seafood Paella + White Wine
• Spanish Tapas + Sangria
• Portuguese Piri-Piri Chicken + Green Wine
• Roast Suckling Pig + Red Wine in Meson
De Candido, a Michelin Guide Restaurant

4★ HOTELS
VALENCIA Sorolla Palace
GRANADA Sercotel Gran
SEVILLE MA Sevilla
LISBON Sana Metropolitan
SALAMANCA Vincci
MADRID AC Cuzco
BARCELONA AC Som

DAY 1

*Note: Hotels subject to final confirma on. Should there
be changes, customers will be oﬀered accommoda on
similar to this list.

DAY 2

HOMEBARCELONA
Meals on Board

Assemble at the airport and depart for
Barcelona, the cosmopolitan capital of
Spain’s Catalonia region.

BARCELONAVALENCIA

Meals on Board, Dinner - Seafood Paella with
White Wine

Drive along the Mediterranean coast, past
Peniscola. Embark on a sightseeing tour of
Valencia where you can admire the unique
Gothic exterior of Valencia Cathedral, and
stop for some photos at the imposing
Torres de Serranos, which was built along
old city walls to defend the city. Tonight,
tuck into some delicious paella with white
wine.
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GRANADA ANDALUSIA, SPAIN

DAY 3

VALENCIAGRANADA
Breakfast, Dinner

Today, make your way to Granada, a city in
southern Spain’s Andalusia region, in the
foothills of the Sierra Nevada mountains.
Embark on a city tour of Granada with a
local guide. Visit the Alhambra Palace, a
UNESCO World Heritage Site where varying
transformations come about as the light and
water create different decorative effects on
the special clay walls. Continue on to the
Generalife Gardens and be awestruck by
the lush greenery and sprinkling fountains
that belonged to former Arab Kings.
DAY 4

GRANADACORDOBASEVILLE
Breakfast, Dinner

Continue on your journey to Cordoba, an
important Roman city and Islamic culture
centre during the Middle Ages. Meander
around the squares and alleys in the
Historic Centre of Cordoba and proceed to
enter the grand Mosque-Cathedral of
Cordoba, also known as the Mezquita. It
has remained as an impressive artistic
achievement due to its exquisite patterned
ceilings. In the afternoon, drive to Seville
and set off on a city tour, where you will
take in the sights of the Plaza de Toros, an
impressive bullring that took several
decades to construct, and the Plaza de
Espana, a building complex that is the
epitome of Spanish Renaissance Revival
architecture. Visit the majestic Seville
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Cathedral, where you'll ﬁnd the Tomb of
Christopher Columbus and enter the
Giralda Bell Tower, one of the three
remaining Almohad minarets in the world.
At night, savour the Carrillada de
Cerdobraised Iberico Pork Cheeks, a
delicacy well-loved by the Spanish.
DAY 5

SEVILLELISBON
Breakfast, Dinner – Piri-Piri Chicken + Green
Wine

Make your way to Portugal today and visit
Lisbon, the capital of Portugal. Explore the
city and stop by its most iconic monument,
the World UNESCO Heritage Belem Tower.
Afterwards, visit the Jeronimos Monastery
with its exquisite cloisters, and the
Monument to the Discoveries, built in
honour of Prince Henry the Navigator.
Enjoy the lively atmosphere of Rossio
Square, the medieval alleyways of the
Alfama Quarter, the impressive view of the
São Jorge Castle, the outstanding Cristo
Rei, and the scene of swaying cruise boats
docked at the Port of Lisbon.
DAY 6

LISBON
Breakfast

Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure, consider
indulging in a spot of shopping or joining an
optional tour that will take you out of
Lisbon and to the medieval village and
coastal cliffs of Cabo da Roca, before
exploring the medieval town of Sintra and

Cascais – a well-preserved ﬁshing village
dating back to the 12th-century. Learn more
about the history of the charming coastal
town of Cascais and admire Portugal’s
stunning coasts.
DAY 7

LISBONFATIMASALAMANCA
Breakfast, Dinner

Take a stop to visit Fatima, one of the most
important Catholic shrines in the world, the
Sanctuary of Fatima. Here, you will be
greeted with the sight of the Berlin Wall,
followed by the Chapel of Apparitions at the
heart of the sanctuary where four million
pilgrims converge yearly. Enjoy a smooth
drive back to Spain. You may wish to consider
an optional excursion to visit, one of the most
important Catholic shrines in the world, the
Sanctuary of Fatima. This evening we will
make a stop at Salamanca for the night.
DAY 8

SALAMANCASEGOVIA
MADRID
Breakfast, Lunch - Roasted Suckling Pig + Red
Wine, Dinner - Spanish Tapas + Sangria

Head northwest to Segovia for an
orientation tour of the historic city as well
as visit the 2000-year-old Aqueduct of
Segovia, one of the best-preserved ancient
Roman monuments on the Iberian
Peninsula. Whip out your camera to take a
photo of the magniﬁcent Segovia
Cathedral and the Alcazar of Segovia,
before settling down for a sumptuous meal
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CATHEDRAL OF LA SAGRADA FAMILIA

of Segovia’s famous roast suckling pig with
red wine for lunch at a Michelin Guide
Restaurant, Meson De Candido. Drive
towards the old Spanish town of Avila,
where the old town is completely encircled
by 11th-century walls. We’ll stop at Cerro de
Los Cuatro Postes to admire one of the
best views of the city. Proceed to Madrid for
a guided city tour and take in the sights of
the Royal Palace and the Cibeles Fountain,
one of Madrid’s most prominent symbols.
Then, stop by the Santiago Bernabeu
Stadium – home to the Real Madrid football
club, Puerta del Sol and Plaza Mayor for a
ﬂeeting glimpse into the heart of Madrid
culture. In the evening, enjoy some Spanish
tapas with refreshing sangria, a glass of an
alcoholic beverage of Spain origin.

DAY 10

DAY 12

MADRIDBARCELONA

BARCELONAHOME

Breakfast, Chinese Dinner

Breakfast

Make your way to Barcelona, the capital of
Spain, via high-speed rail. Experience the
full splendour of the city when you take a
tour to view the lauded art nouveau style
buildings such as Casa Batllo and Casa Mila
along the elegant Passeig de Gracia avenue.
Enter the statuesque La Sagrada Familia
Church to view the stunning interior. Marvel
at the towering Columbus Monument and
the impressive Monumental Bullring before
heading up to Montjuic Hill for a
spectacular vista of the city and its harbour.
Then, proceed to Las Ramblas, a tree-lined
pedestrian mall that stretches 1.2km along
the street in central Barcelona.

After breakfast, spend the morning free at
leisure till it is time to transfer to the airport
for your ﬂight home.

DAY 9

Note: Porterage service will be provided for your train
journey from Madrid to Barcelona.

MADRID

DAY 11

Breakfast

Thereafter, make a trip to El Corte Ingles,
the biggest department store group in
Europe for your shopping ﬁx, where you'll
be given a VIP welcome complete with a
rewards card, wine and tapas. Spend the
rest of your day at your leisure or choose to
go on an exciting tour to Toledo, also
known as the city of three cultures – Arabic,
Christian and Jewish – and a UNESCO
World Heritage Site. Wander through the
narrow maze of streets to arrive at the
Toledo Cathedral, a sacred site that house
important masterpieces such as a stunning
baroque high altar and two El Greco
paintings.

BARCELONA
Breakfast

Browse the bespoke boutiques of the
sophisticated shopping centre at La Roca
Village. Peruse all the shops within this stylish
and spacious complex and enjoy amazing
discounts off the recommended retail price
of luxurious designer brands. Enjoy some
time today free at leisure for some shopping
or sightseeing at your pleasure in Barcelona.
You may also wish to pay an optional visit to
the Monastery of Montserrat situated on the
Montserrat Mountain in Catalonia.
Note: Village replacement is subject to change without prior
noࢼce in the event of unforeseen circumstances. (eg. Public
holidays and Sunday)

DAY 13

HOME SWEET HOME
We hope you enjoyed your trip with our
company, and we look forward to seeing
you again for your next trip.

Suggested Excursion:
• (Barcelona) Sanctuary of Montserrat: €60
• (Granada) Flamingo Show: €45
• (Lisbon) Cabo Da Roca + Cascais + Sintra €59
• (Madrid) Toledo: €60
These addiࢼonal acࢼviࢼes enrich your experiences;
however, it is enࢼrely opࢼonal and will be at your
own discreࢼon. Minimum group size may apply and
subject to schedule.
Tipping Guideline: (based on 13D10N)
• Tipping: €100 per person (Including porterage
service for train transfer)
Note:
• A minimum group size of 15 passengers is required
for a confirmed departure.
• The sequence of the iࢼnerary, flight schedules and
hotels are subject to change without prior noࢼce in
the event of unforeseen circumstances.
• All acࢼviࢼes are subject to weather condiࢼons.
• During major events and fesࢼvals, accommodaࢼon
may be re-located to outside of the city or in
another city without prior noࢼce.
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